Did you know: Spectus EcoSpec frames could cut the UK’s annual CO2
emissions by the equivalent of boiling a kettle over 855 million times*

The difference is clear to see

Another first for Spectus

The outlook is greener with...

Spectus lead the way in frames - with market leading designs and innovative
features that improve the look, performance and quality of frames for windows
and conservatories. And now Spectus can offer you a frame that’s greener.
EcoSpec, the greener option for you and your home.

It looks the same but it’s greener.
That’s good for the environment
and for your home!

Go for the greener,
energy efficient EcoSpec
…the greener option for window and conservatory frames

On the outside, EcoSpec looks as smart and stylish as the best frames on the market.
On the inside, it’s really different because EcoSpec uses injected core technology to introduce
recycled PVC-U materials into the heart of the frame profile. The real beauty is that there is no drop
in the quality of the visual appearance and no compromise on performance - the frame is just as
strong and durable as ever and can achieve an ‘A’ rating for window energy efficiency along with
an ‘A’ rating from the BRE Green Guide specification.

We re-use waste PVC-U
We take old windows
We recycle the PVC-U
We create new EcoSpec frames
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Giving you the style and quality you want

...the greener window profile

We all want to do our best to minimise our impact on the environment. By fitting high performance
PVC-U windows you are not only improving your thermal efficiency in the home, but can now also
achieve lower environmental impact, by using recycled materials without compromising performance
or aesthetic appeal.

Did you know..?
The UK produces 330 million
tonnes of waste each year enough waste to fill the
Albert Hall every 1.5 hours*

‘Greener’ frames
Reduce, re-use, re-cycle are the guiding principles to
minimise environmental impact. Our frames satisfy all
three. We reduce the requirement for new PVC-U therefore
reducing oil consumption and carbon emissions. We re-use
any waste PVC-U created during manufacturing processes.
We can recycle PVC-U windows that are being replaced
and by using innovative technology we recycle them back
into Ecospec products.

High performance levels
EcoSpec products will meet exactly the same high performance criteria that you have come to expect
from modern windows and conservatories. Spectus products can exceed all regulatory requirements
for security, safety, durability, thermal and acoustic insulation.

Quality and stylish looks
EcoSpec products are not only better for the environment but come in a range of pleasing aesthetic
options throughout our product range which will complement the look of your home.

…and helping you to help the environment

Windows

Conservatories

The Spectus EcoSpec system can create any style of window and meet
any functional need. Your windows will be designed, manufactured and
installed specifically for your property, to your own finish. What’s more,
Spectus windows can achieve a window energy rating of band A along
with an ‘A’ rating from the BRE Green Guide specification.

Spectus’ range of conservatories has been designed to cater for any
size, shape and age of property. Working closely with you on design
and planning, your installer will ensure your chosen conservatory is
a seamless addition to your property.

Frames are going greener
…with EcoSpec, the greener choice for windows
and conservatories

...is injected core technology
using re-cycled materials

...can help to minimise your
impact on the environment

...provides exceptional
performance

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
All Spectus systems come with
a 10-year guarantee irrespective of
configuration, colour, style or finish.

...complements the
look of your home

Did you know..? Spectus EcoSpec
frames could cut the UK’s annual
CO2 emissions by the equivalent of
a car travelling 201 million miles *

If you require any further help or assistance please
contact your approved EcoSpec Partner:

The difference is clear to see

www.spectus.co.uk
Spectus Window Systems, Snape Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2NZ
Telephone: 0800 328 5273 Fax: 01625 413869

*Relates to calculations if every window profile sold in the UK in 2009 was an EcoSpec profile compared to 100% virgin PVC-U products. For full details please go to www.spectus.co.uk

SGS-PEFC/COC-0947

www.pefc.org

Our printing is committed to supporting sustainable managed forests

